FOREX (FOREign EXchange) is the largest global liquid financial market. According to various assessments, it is estimated that the amount of money in this market is over 4 trillion US dollars a day. Transactions are accomplished worldwide via telecommunications 24 hours a day when the market is open. Unlike the stock market in the U.S., The Forex market opens on Sunday at 5 PM EST and closes on Friday at 4 PM EST. This book is intended to be a guide in learning what Forex is and how you can profit from this market. Chapters include: FOREX Trading - What is It? Is it Really For Everyone? Forex traders need Trading Education to Achieve Desired Results Forex Trading and the Textbook Mistakes You Don't Want to Make Reading Forex books - which ones should you read? The Full Potential of Using Forex Options Putting in place the most used Forex strategies The Forex Market - Profits Galore? Develop your trading edge in the Forex market Forex Signals - Taking Advantage Want your share of the $4 trillion traded daily in Forex market? What does a Forex quote look like? Have You Prepared Your Forex Trading Strategy? Leverage - The Forex Advantage The Advantages of Automated Forex Trading Stay on top of the Forex market using Alerts Forex Robots - What they are and how they can help you succeed in Forex Trading? Valuable Tips When Choosing a Forex robot Do Forex Robots Have Secrets?
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